Fixed Radar Approach Control (RAPCON) (GCA Fixed) Facility. FAC: 1331

CATCODE: 134336
OPR: AFFSA
OCR: AFNIC, AF/A30-A

1.1. Description. This facility provides surveillance and precision radar service at permanent Air Force bases that do not have approach control authority.

1.2. Requirements Determination. This facility replaces the semi-mobile Ground Control Approaches (GCA) and includes the organic support space described under RAPCON Support Building (CATCODE 134341).


1.4. Dimensions. This facility is a one-story, 268 m² (2,884 ft²) building.

1.5. Design Considerations. See Section 2.1.3 of the Air Traffic Control Tower and Radar Approach Control Facility Design Guide for information on siting and proximity of RAPCON facilities.